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EXPERIENCE THE MADNESS. ENTER THE FILES.June, 2007. Black Force â€” a new division of

the U.S. military that officially does not exist â€” has its first operative. Jason King, a young prodigy

who accelerated up through the ranks at an unprecedented rate, is tasked with proving his worth as

a solo warrior.In Mexico, JoaquÃn Ramos has made a name for himself out of the blood of his

enemies. The twenty-eight-year-old cartel leader hacked a path through anyone who dared to

interfere with his newfound monopoly on the billion-dollar online drug trade, capitalising on the

archaic nature of the existing empire in Tijuana. Heâ€™s new school.So is King.With doubts swirling

amongst those who know of Black Forceâ€™s existence, King heads into the cityâ€™s decrepit

underworld alone, intent on tearing the cartel apart from the inside. Still largely inexperienced, it

doesnâ€™t take long for his plans to fall to piecesâ€¦â€¨Outnumbered. Outgunned.Just the way he

likes it.CARTEL is the explosive first entry in the prequel series, "The Jason King Files." Read "The

Jason King Series" for more relentless thrills, exclusively on .
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Same old stuff, not impressed

For every reader who loves the Jason King series, Cartel is the introduction to the series that we

didn't know we were waiting for, but now can't imagine how we survived without it! Speaking of

surviving, it is a wonder how Jason King survives his first Black Force job, especially with his

relative inexperience working against him. Somehow he continually draws on reserves and unique

skills deep within himself to prove that "they" were right in choosing him to be a solo operative.As

always, Matt Rogers provides vivid, detailed view of places and situations where you really do not

want to go, but sure are happy that someone like Jason King is willing to go there and get the job

done.Do not plan on any other activities (such as sleep) once you start reading this book - they

won't get done until you finish, and catch your breath.Also, don't wait too long before you get this

book; Matt Rogers is a prolific writer ( he is probably writing or dictating in that skydiving photo) and

he barely gives you time to recuperate before the next exceptional book comes out. Hang on - it's a

wild ride!

A fast-paced thriller that keeps you on your toes as a young Jason is recruited for a new Black Ops

force in which you are on your own...no unit to back you up or rely on, but also no one questioning

what you decide, it is all up to you. This is a situation Jason is born for, with lightening quick reflexes

and trained by many in different styles of fighting . Great scenes, descriptive situations and knowing

what Jason is up to combine to keep you turning pages as the action moves quickly, You are in the

story, running in the rain and humidity in the jungle forest, hearing twigs break as something moves

to your right, jumping with the lightning flashes....Exciting story, 5 stars to Matt Rogers, again....

I could point out several examples but will stick with three.1). Contrary to the author writing twice

early in the book that the San Diego airport was only one mile to Tijuana, it is actually about 17

miles.2) in the jungle of Guatemala, any open sore would rapidly become infected. Jason King had

an open bullet wound and open abrasions to his face. Yet, without any (self induced) medical

attention paid to these, he remained healthy.3). When King entered the jungle, he took 3 AK 47's off

dead enemies. He knew lugging around 3 would be counterproductive. Yet, he did not have the

sense to take the magazines out of the two AK's he left behind??? This made me shake my head in

the ignorance of the author. No one in Delta would have done something so stupid.



Cartel is the first book in a new Jason King series. Matt Rogers takes us back to the beginnings of

Black Force where twenty-two-year-old Jason King is recruited as a solo Black Ops agent. His first

assignment throws him into the violent world of the Mexican drug cartels.Cartel is a fast-paced

thriller that will keep you turning pages far into the night. The action is non-stop and the road to

Black Force is fraught obstacles and potholes that give Jason King all that he can handle and may

cause him to second guess his abilities as a solo agent.This is an excellent action packed read from

cover to cover that will leave you wanting more. Highly recommended.

I absolutely LOVE Jason King. I was totally and pleasantly surprised when Matt Rogers released

this latest installment. The man spits books out at warp speed (in the reading world) and has yet to

disappoint me. Young Jason King on his first assignment is full of crackling energy waiting to

explode and man does he com-bust! You don't mess with this young stud in action. I can't wait for

the next installment starring Jason King. He's right up there with Jack Reacher and my all time

favorite warrior, Zeb Carter. I was given this book because I signed up for more Jason King.

Needless to say, I am not bias because any Jason King is worth the bucks!

At 22, Jason King is already a Navy SEAL and Delta Force! His problem is he likes to work alone;

unheard of for the Teams. He just doesn't mix well and the other team members don't know what to

make of him. He is too young and too skilled!Lars Crawford is trying to create a Black Ops unit using

lone warriors. If King can accomplish an almost impossible mission, the Unit may be funded."Cartel"

by Author Matt Rogers, is brilliantly written to suck you in from beginning to end. Fast moving,

imaginative, clever, and engrossing; this is a great read you won't soon forget!
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